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Due to global warming, our weather has become less predictable.
With drought conditions more frequent and prolonged as we saw
this past May, there are greater demands on our supply of water.
Lund faces increasing challenges, due to a great extent on its
particular geology.
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Lund residents get their water in several ways: by drilled well,
dug well, or service from the Lund Water District system. At
present, there are approximately 100 hook-ups (10% are
commercial, 90% residential), a figure that is relatively easy to
quantify. The number of wells, however, is unknown.
Early in 2010, the Lund Water District explored the possibility of
supplying its users with well (ground) water rather than surface
water from the Lund and Thulin lakes. Four wells had been
drilled on LWD property some years ago. One looked promising
in terms of flow rate, but it could supply only 25% of the
necessary total. Before drilling any more wells, it was decided to
hire an expert in the field of hydrogeology to advise us as to what
we might expect.
Dr. Gilles Wendling, Ph.D., P.Eng., was retained and this is what

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth
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Editorial
Welcome to our summer issue! The layer of fat we put
on in the Spring (36 pages) hasn’t left us and we’ve
gotten used to it as the new standard. There are a lot of
stories and interesting things happening in the little
unincorporated village of Lund/Kla’amin; we offer here
just a few of them.
The theme of this issue is “what’s underneath?” and our
articles include a look at Lund’s water supply, tickling
the underbelly of the Harbour, creatures in the Salish Sea,
ocean science in Okeover, the practice of meditation,
ghosts in the Lund Hotel, and why the delays in various
projects you’ve heard about. An article about the geology
of the area was solicited, but the writer became so
fascinated with the topic that it could not be completed in
time, and we are hoping for it in our next issue.
For those who may think no one reads our Barnacle, it
can be said that nearly 600 were sold in 2015, with 280
sold so far in 2016 (and that doesn’t count the Summer
issue you are now reading). Our online Barnacles have
received many hundreds of hits, especially in the last few
months. The word is out.
I hope you enjoy this issue, and I wish you a fabulous
Summer!
- Sandy
We sincerely appreciate the support of our
advertisers and encourage readers to support our
local businesses.
**We invoice annually for advertising, unless
alternate arrangements are made. Invoices will be
sent out after the Fall issue 2016.**
Advertising Rates
Business Card Size: $10.00
Double Business Card Size: $20.00
Quarter Page: $30.00
Half Page: $50.00
All proceeds support the Lund Community Society
Next edition is October 2016
Deadline for submissions is October 10, 2016
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Lund Community Society Report

Roy Blackwell, President

Summer's here and the village is buzzing with activity. For those of us working in Lund, don't forget to stop and
smell the rosemary!
Your Community Society has been busy dotting “i”s and crossing “t”s to have written contracts with the other
organizations and people who bring so much to our community. We have done much of the business of community
in previous decades with just a handshake and a smile. Now we add a written contract for clarity going forward.
With cleaning up our relationships comes a new focus on the future and the question, “What is missing that will
make a difference to our community?” There are many answers to that question and many of them are being
undertaken as I write, like a community garden, and a playground for the little ones. One of the things we see is
missing is a place for us all to gather in comfort for recreation, music, culture and togetherness. To that end, the
Community Society has struck a building committee to get us started on a hall/gymnasium/playhouse. We are
working with the Powell River Regional District to get input from you fine folks for the best place to build, what to
build, and what best to do with our current recreation centre, the old school building. Watch this space for more
details!
The Lund Community Society is a group of volunteers who put on the Lund Shellfish Festival and the Lund
Christmas Craft Fair and other cultural events. We look after the Northside Community Recreation Centre (the old
Lund School building) on Larson Road and administer the activities there. We invite all interested people in the
Northside/Lund area to join us and participate in creating a beautiful, healthy, safe community for now and the
future.
Our next meeting is on Tuesday, September 27th at 7:00 PM at the Northside Community Recreation Centre at the
corner of Larson Road and Highway 101. We meet there at that time on the 4th Tuesday of each month except July,
August and December.
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Regional District Update
Patrick Brabazon, Director, Area A
Regional Board Chairman

Old business first: the parking problem is still with us. Since the RCMP act on information [complaints]
provided, it is incumbent on us to give the police something to act on. So, if a vehicle is parked on the highway
and is not entirely beyond the “fog line”, the police need to know it; give them a call. If a vehicle is impeding the
access to your home, they need to know that too. The fire department requires unimpeded access to all homes in
the area. Your driveway trees are one issue, but improperly parked vehicles are something else again.
Lund should be pedestrian friendly. Without sidewalks the roads are our paths, and nobody is planning to build
sidewalks! We need to ensure that the RCMP are aware of vehicles parked in a manner which forces pedestrians
into the travelled portion of the highway, and we have to make sure the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure (MoTI) are aware of inadequately maintained verges on side roads such as Finn Bay Road where
speeds are higher and sight lines shortened.
New business: not a happy note either. When the Regional District began the beach access program a couple of
years ago, there were some who voiced concerns about vandalism and safety issues. Now both have raised their
ugly heads, and in our neighbourhood too. The beach access sign at Divers Rock was destroyed and there is
evidence of improper fires down at the beach. Yes, it may be cold and very wet now but it wasn’t long ago that it
was hot and very dry. The sign will go back up, and the Regional District will attempt to get people to keep their
small [legal] fires in a safe area. In the end, that’s all you can do.
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he concluded in his hydrogeological assessment of existing water wells in Lund:
“GW Solutions Inc. (GW Solutions) is submitting this brief document following our recent conversations.
GW Solutions understands that the Lund Water Improvement District (LWID) is facing challenges with its
surface water source and is considering the use of water wells as an alternative water supply.
“Lund is located in an area where overburden* is typically very thin (less than a few meters) and where
large sand and gravel aquifers are not present. The local aquifers are bedrock aquifers and consist of
connected networks of fractures in the bedrock. Therefore, the yield of a well will be a function of the
number and type of fractures intercepted by its drilled borehole, and the connection of these fractures to a
larger regional system of fractures. If the fractures are few and not well connected, they will dewater
quickly when the well starts pumping. The drawdown in the well will increase quickly and the resulting
long-term yield will be small. On the other hand, if a well intercepts fractures linked to a regional fault, for
example, it will tap into a series of numerous fractures extending large distances and for which the
cumulative volume of openings will be significant. Such a well will have a good yield, sustainable over a
long period of time.
“Testing of a bedrock well is complex because it is important to assess whether the water removed from
the well during pumping comes from a small number of fractures that will quickly dewater or whether it
comes from a larger and well connected network of fractures.”
[*Editor’s note: overburden is surface material such as gravel or soil]
In light of this report, the LWD trustees concluded that the chances of finding sufficient volumes of ground
water were slight, as well as the costs prohibitive, so there was no choice but to continue using surface water,
as we do today.
Drilling a well in our area with the hope of finding sufficient quantities of potable water to supply a single
family dwelling can be risky, not to mention expensive. For those who currently rely on a well, it is important
to have the water tested for potability on a regular basis.
On February 29th of this year, the provincial government passed a Water Sustainability Act, which sets out
new rules for licensing ground water users, or wells. Those with existing wells are being encouraged to
register them. For more information and access to brochures, go to www.gov.bc.ca/water.

Lund Harbour Authority Cleans Up
Darlene Denholm
Lund Harbour Wharfinger

Toward the end of this past April, the Lund Harbour Authority, Mighty White Diving, Marg & Ray Ducharme,
Deb & Randy Phalen, and the Trash Bash team joined together in an attempt to clean up as much of the Lund
Harbour’s ocean floor as possible. There's a lot down there, the result of many decades of dropping various
items in that water.
From dozens and dozens of tires, batteries, and windshields, to hundreds of empties, it was no small task, and
a slow-going process for the divers. There was a lot of small garbage in the shallowest water and the visibility
quickly deteriorated. Four truckloads were taken away and there is a lot more to go. It’s hard to say what
Continued on page 6…
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percentage was pulled out, as we didn’t even look in
the deepest third of the Harbour. Divers can only go
deeper for short periods of time.
It would certainly be nice to attack it again, perhaps
in time for the next Trash Bash, but it was quite
costly for the Harbour Authority which has a limited
budget. Diving is especially costly. The LHA paid
for two days and divers volunteered a third.
Basically, it cost us $650 per truckload just in diving
costs as everything else was volunteer and free
disposal.
Watch for a notice looking for volunteers next
spring. Volunteers are especially needed for diving
and also trucks and drivers to deliver the trash to the
wonderful Trash Bash team.
Photo courtesy of Lund Harbour Authority
Let’s do our best to show respect for our waters and
keep them clean! Thank you so much to those who took part in this year’s clean up.

Northside Volunteer Fire Department
Jim Armstrong, Captain

One effective method of
reducing how easily fire
can move to and from a
home is by altering the
vegetation around the
home. The following
information regarding
fuel treatments is based
on the FireSmart
Manual.
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Priority Zone 1 is a 10 m fuel-free zone around
structures. This ensures that direct flame contact
with the building cannot occur and reduces the
potential for radiative heat to ignite the building.
While creating this zone is not always possible,
landscaping choices should reflect the use of less
flammable vegetation such as deciduous bushes,
herbs and other species with low flammability.

should be preferred for retention or planting. Trees
in this area should be pruned as high as possible.
Any downed wood or other flammable material
should also be cleaned up in this zone to reduce
fire moving along the ground.

Priority Zone 2 extends from 10 to 30 m from the
structure. In this zone, trees should be widely
spaced 5 to 10 m apart, depending on size and
species. Tree crowns should not touch or overlap.
Deciduous trees have much lower volatility than
coniferous trees, so where possible deciduous trees

This material is part of the Community Wildfire
Protection Plan, released in May 2015 by the
Powell River Regional District. For more
information, refer to the full report on the PRRD
website at http://www.powellriverrd.bc.ca/wpcontent/uploads/PRRD-CWPP.pdf

Illustrations of Fire Smart Zones
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Northside Volunteer Fire Department Association
Heather Armstrong

2016 Chowder Challenge Results!
First Place - Sli City Grill - Erik Blaney
Second Place - Jay’s Place Café – Jessica Madden
Third Place – Jay’s Place Café – Jessica Madden
Honourable Mentions to:
The Shinglemill Pub
Lund Hotel
Grouse House B&B
Boardwalk Restaurant
Base Camp
Royal Zayka Restaurant
Fruits & Roots

The Northside Fire Department Association would like to thank
EVERYONE who contributed to the Chowder Challenge!!
We look forward to seeing you all again next year!

Photo courtesy of Ann Snow

Take the bus
Only $2.50 takes you right to the Town Centre Mall where you can do all your shopping, have lunch, meet friends, or
get to your appointments. Then for $2.50 you can catch the bus back. Cheaper than driving!
Tuesdays and Fridays Departs Lund Hotel - 10:55 am ---- Departs Town Centre Mall - 4:05 pm
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Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Nonie Bredt

Wrapping up another year at Puddle Jumpers, it’s great to look back and celebrate our successes. It was
wonderful to see the connections that
the children made with each other,
volunteer parents, and community
members. All families contributed in
their own ways, including playground
and classroom improvements,
administration, fundraising, field trip
planning, and supervision. Every child
got the opportunity to have family
members participate in the daily
program. The community support was
great with warm welcomes on all our
field trips, and the many donations to
help us get going.
Looking forward to starting up again
in September with our beloved teacher,
Sheila Butts. Returning students will
continue to be encouraged to foster an
appreciation for our amazing natural
Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
surroundings here in Lund. After a
year-end grad party at Okeover
campsite, graduating students Cole, Reef, Manao, Michaelle, Grayson, and Serena will be dearly missed.
Wishing you little guys all the best in the future and in all the many exciting opportunities that await you!
To all the wonderful parents, to our
dearest Sheila, and the many
volunteers with whom I've had the
absolute privilege of sharing the past
year, thank you so very much.
Our treasurer, Tasha Meilleur,
deserves a huge shout-out for her
dedication, time and continued
commitment to the Preschool.
Although her son, Cole, will be going
to kindergarten next year, she has
volunteered to continue on as our
treasurer through the next year.
Thank you just doesn’t seem like
enough, Tasha. Our registrar,
Francine Ulmer, after all her time and
valued dedication through the years,
will be missed very much by all of us
at the school. To all the parents whose
children are moving on, thank you
again for all your time, energy, and

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool

Continued on page 10…
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hard work. To the other parents and their amazing little
rascals who I’ve come to love… see you next year!

Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
Photo courtesy of Puddle Jumpers Preschool
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Sports Day

Amanda Zaikow

It takes an energetic and creative person to
spearhead the annual Lund Sports Day. The kids’
event can attract a range of participants from
toddlers to teenagers. Some years a huge group of
rowdy participants engages, and other years we
have had a small gathering. The incarnation of
Sports Day that my own kids grew up with was
organized by Sandy Dunlop for ten years, and
was modeled after the Sports Days of the ‘80s
when the Centre was an elementary school with
65 students. Lund families were grateful to have
the chance to cheer on the Cougars, Eagles and
Chinooks just as they did back then.
This year, the energetic and creative Chris
Bruggeman stepped up to organize a great day for
Lund families on June 25th. As folks arrived at the

Photo courtesy of Tai Uhlmann

veterans with almost ten years under their belts
held hands with newbies, mostly protecting them
from the chaos and teaching them the ropes.
The twenty-station obstacle course was a highlight,
with teams competing as they performed their
version of the activities required. Then a threelegged race, through the tunnel, kick the soccer
ball, balance that egg on the spoon! Now jump in
the potato sack, carry that water. Get distracted by
the new playground equipment. We can see so far
from up here! Lunchtime!!!! And cake!

Photo courtesy of Tai Uhlmann

Northside Community Recreation Centre (NCRC
and the old Lund school), kids streamed over to
join massive group games involving parachutes,
chasing, outsmarting and outrunning. Sports Day

A beautiful thing about Lund traditions is that we
acknowledge and respect them, and are also
willing to change and try new things. New games,
new traditions, great food and friends as always.
Thank you to Sandy for many years of getting the
kids costumed and ribboned, and to Chris for a
wonderful day with old and new friends in our
community!

Photo courtesy of Tai Uhlmann
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Music and Arts

Wendy Drummond, Sandy Dunlop, Rin Innes

The annual Lund Shellfish Festival is an
opportunity for local artists and artisans to
showcase their efforts to the community, a chance
to get all those winter creations out for everyone
to see. In spite of the mixed-weathered weekend,
there were many returns by crowd-pleasing
vendors and some exciting new additions. We are
blessed with a thriving arts community here in
Lund and Powell River, and this year saw
everything from paintings, photography, jewelry,
and artisan foods to pottery to fibre arts and ecofashion clothing on display. The Festival
participants also enjoyed a wide range of booths
sharing local history, environmental and disaster
readiness, and wildlife information, to name just a
few. Many thanks to all of the artists and artisans
who showed their work.

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

One interesting new booth focused on up-cycling and remaking of clothing and textiles. Patching a torn jacket
with a vintage embroidered cushion-cover, making an old tweed jacket into a stylish fashion statement, or
using needle felting and other embellishment techniques to revive a woolen dress eaten by moths are some of
the creative interventions that were displayed. It was all about taking accidents - cries of "Oh no, it's ruined!" and turning them into opportunities to breathe new life into a garment that would otherwise be thrown away.

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

The music at this year’s Festival was excellent, as usual. All of the
musicians are local, from Lund or Powell River, although bands and
musicians not from this peninsula regularly ask to be on our play
list. Our budget is too small to make that possible, and we are
fortunate to have so many fine musicians here to choose from,
without them having to pay massive summer travel expenses.
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Photo courtesy of Brian Voth
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The music chosen, once again, was home-grown, mostly
original, with even the cover tunes done in a laidback/edgy Lund style. Big, rich and resonant voices were
accompanied by fine guitar, bass, ukulele, violin, mandolin,
trumpet, sax, flute, didgeridoo, drums, and more; as well
there was a choir and a pipe band. The location of the stage
at the base of the rock cliff creates an amphitheatre effect,
allowing the music to be heard clearly far and wide.

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

Many thanks to musicians Phil Williams, Ryan Schmeister, Devon Hanley, Chris Weekes, Lukah Bouchard,
Ben Kyle, Carina Rempel, Juhli Jobi, the Clansmen Pipe Band, the One Voices Choir, Roger Langmaid, Al
Dicken, Marc Dupuis, Brian Liddle, Cris Greenwell, Sue Dixon, Shaun Coburn, Vince Sangret, Pat Michaud,
John Tyler, and Darryl Tennant. Endless thanks to our sound technician, Ben Kyle, and to The Music Room
for the sound equipment.
Thanks also to the Tla’amin Nation for the gracious use of their traditional land for the Festival.
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Lund Reads
The book that has me in its thrall right now is LAB
GIRL, by Hope Jahren. It is a lively memoir of the
extraordinary life of a geobiologist. The prologue
is a perfect appetizer, setting you up to see the
world through the eyes of
a scientist and
introducing you to the
voice of an excellent
storyteller.
The author reveals
through her personal
history of becoming a
scientist how science is
actually accomplished,
and how society benefits
from science, all in an
accessible and entertaining
account with fascinating details that make you
wonder why you never wondered about them

Ev Pollen

before. One such tidbit is the huge gamble a seed
makes by germinating, risking its one and only
chance of surviving to pass its genes along. A
cherry pit can wait one hundred years for just the
right conditions and then say "Okay, let's do this."
And wait until you learn what makes the shell of a
hackberry seed so hard! Do you already know
what a mass spectrometer is used for? Or how the
critical need for absolute sterility is accomplished
while adding meds to bags of saline fluid?
You'll meet the damaged man who becomes
Jahren's lab assistant and best friend, and enjoy the
repartee that makes their shared struggle
endurable. If you are like me, you'll enjoy the
occasional simple but profound sentence on
philosophy. I seized upon her statement "Love
and learning are similar in that neither can ever be
wasted". You won't be wasting your time when
you read this book. I loved it!

Attention: Children of Lund

Rayana Blackwell

I am hoping to write a book about Lund and the people who grew up or raised their children here. I am a
relative newcomer to Lund; I’ve only been here seven years, so I would like to have help from some long-time
residents so that the book is an accurate reflection of Lund times. As well, I am looking for stories, pictures,
and recipes. The more we have, the better will be the book, a legacy to pass on to your families and to
celebrate Canada’s 150 years. Proceeds from book sales will go to the Lund Community Society Building
Fund.
If you would like to be part of putting this book together or have stories, pictures and recipes you are willing
to share, please contact me at rrblackwell56@gmail.com or phone (604) 483-2201 or come by The Boardwalk
Restaurant and talk to me.
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Health and Healing
Meditation - The Inner Journey of Discovery

“The gift of learning to meditate is the greatest gift we
can give ourselves in this lifetime.” Sogal Rinpoche
Meditation is the path to oneness with our
spiritual core, our intrinsic Divinity. It gives us the
experience of a deep inner peace, and teaches us to
calm the incessant chattering of our “monkeymind”.

Ronnie Uhlmann

word or phrase), or watch a candle flame. One
looks at the flame for a short time and then, with
eyes closed, feels the flame between the eyebrows,
lets it slip down to the heart. When the light
reaches the heart, we can picture a flower with its
petals opening to the light. Then the light becomes
wider and brighter, filling the entire body.
At the beginning we can sit
for a few minutes each day
and later go on extending
the time. It can be
discouraging at first as the
mind will keep sending
thoughts, but we continue
the practice of letting them
go and, gradually, we
experience longer periods
of deep quiet and peace.

Calming the mind lets us go
deeper into ourselves,
allowing understanding of
our true nature and helping
to answer the question:
‘Who Am I?’ As we notice
our thoughts, we become
aware of the effect they have
on our bodies and lives.
Some of the thoughts can be
roadblocks to our
deepening awareness, but as Photo courtesy of Google Images
“Meditation brings wisdom; lack
we practice just letting them
of meditation leaves ignorance. Know well what leads
flow by like clouds without becoming attached to
you forward and what holds you back, and choose the
them, we can feel our lives changing.
path that leads to wisdom.” Buddha
“What we are today comes from our thoughts of
The road to self-discovery can have obstacles like
yesterday, and our present thoughts build our life of
any journey, but if we persevere, the rewards are
tomorrow. Our life is the creation of our mind.“
great. Meditation leads you to self-awareness, an
Buddha
understanding of the bigger picture, compassion,
and an open heart. It is a road to a better life.
Many of us begin the practice by sitting
comfortably with a straight back in the early
To further your understanding of meditation,
morning. We then choose a focus that begins the
there are many books and online sites to look at so
calming of the mind and allows us to be in the
find the ones that speak to you. Allow your heart
present moment. One way is to simply follow the
to lead you.
breath (in and out), recite a mantra (a significant
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Pith and Vinegar
Grounded
a short story by Tom Holliston

…a column for writers

I leased a small apartment above a bakery.
They don't deliver or cater to hotels and so early morning is quiet.
None of those clanking metal trolleys full of sliced bread grinding and dervishing on superannuated wheels.
And no early morning or late night radio either. No thump thump thump; no talk show blather hoboing the
ionosphere.
I'm a very light sleeper. I'd live in the country where it's quiet if I could.
Where dawn's birdsong is part of nature's soundscape and therefore not intrusive to the ear. And I can sleep
through violent thunderstorms, but late night car alarms? My bane.
But I'm where I am because I have a good job. By that I mean it pays well and I am saving up and hope to be out
of here and in the country fairly soon, maybe within the decade and, in any case, my bedroom faces the alley so
the noise from street traffic isn't so bad although I'd prefer to be facing east because of the feng shui aspects.
There are three other tenants here and all of them are like me, fond of peace and quiet, saving up to move to the
country, away from all the noise. In fact, before I could get moved in here I had to sign a contract with them
agreeing to have a radio-controlled cyanide capsule implanted under my skin. In case I start getting noisy the
other tenants can kill me instantly.
Everyone was nice about it. They let me choose my own spot from an accredited list of fifteen potential
implantation sites.
After the procedure, which is quick and relatively pain free, someone opened a bottle of Beaujolais Villages and I
was toasted with great approbation.
Let me just say here all of us have signed on; we all have our capsule.
There are no pets or children allowed in the apartment building for reasons which should be obvious. Just think:
the inevitable yelp following a tail stepped on...the cries of a fallen toddler.
No one system is perfect!
It takes awhile to get used to the capsule: it does effect a slight protuberance. And I've learned to sleep with the
lights on in case I stumble at night and make a racket when I get up to pee. I'd hate to die while I was peeing.
Light exposure affects my sleep and makes me cranky and I think it's the same with the other tenants. We all
sleep with some lights on and come morning, everyone's terse when I pass them in the hallway. There's an article
about this in Scientific American, about lights creating havoc with sleep.
Oh, we like and respect each another well enough but we don't mingle and, with one exception, I don't know
anything about any of them.
One of the tenants is o.k.... but really only after she's had a couple of drinks.
Maybe she's an alcoholic and I know definitely that she's a flagellant.
Contrite but thirsty.
She wears a cilice and likes to call it her 'hair (of the dog) shirt'.
The front of it bears a crudely painted homemade logo as a poor attempt at camouflage.
It says "Hard Rock Cafe Sarasota", which I doubt fools anybody. If anything it draws more attention rather than
deflecting it.
Anyone familiar with self-mortification can spot that goat or boar's hide behind that logo pretty easily. Her name
is Connie and she's some sort of an eye doctor.
Continued on page 18…
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The bakery is run by former tight rope walkers who became dilettante monks and took vows of silence; only
they got it all wrong and deafened themselves instead of just clamming up. Typical guys: too impatient to
bother with the instruction manuals.
Who knew monks could be typical guys?
They may have jettisoned their cochlea but every one of them has retained phenomenal balance and nobody
ever drops a baking pan. No sudden clanging startle from below when the windows are open on warm nights.
I read lack of cochlea can cause vertigo but who knows for sure? Maybe they just all have phenomenal
balance...or they use non-clang bread pans fashioned from heat resistant Nerf.
Truly there is much to think about. But the big thing is that they're quiet.
The bakery's called 'Special Kneads" and it caters to a group of handicapped people.
Their Kaiser buns are a huge success. They can't keep 'em on the shelves! They used to sell them as Kaiser rolls
but people said they were just rolling off the shelves of their own accord because no one could possibly sell
that many so that's why they switched from rolls to buns. From the circular to the rhomboid. Silencing all the
doubting Thomases once and for all.
Judging by the pre-dawn line ups, those deafened monks sure have proved the skeptics wrong. So many
Kaiser Buns are sold at that bakery. Geez.
There are so many other things to be skeptical about besides baked goods. People should read more Aristotle
and stop wasting precious time.
*********************************************************************************************
About a year ago I figured out how to fly. All the space to myself I could want.
It was quite enjoyable at first and I took right to it.
Hovering above people lying on their backs, trying to tan. Blocking out their sun. Altering the air temperature.
I'd take off as soon as they turned onto their fronts; adjusting sun glasses with fingers made slippery by
sunblock.
On those rare days I was feeling benevolent, I'd
fly above them in a sort of holding pattern,
trying to prevent melanoma.
Dive bombing human pyramids...Terror out of
the sky! That was a hoot, let me tell you.
Once I dressed up like a stork and carried a
baby doll around. I flew over large groups of
picnicking Christian fundamentalists, yelling
down "This really is where babies come from"
or "Look out below!" or "Here comes baby
sister!".
I could always tell which groups the Christian
fundamentalists were: they are the only people
who still hold sack races. If you don't believe it
just look for them next time you go to the park
or to the beach.
Continued on page 19…
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You'll see it right away. Look for the tell tale signs...bibles and potato salad, groups of men wearing light
green short sleeved shirts and ties.
Burlap and much hollering.
Sometimes I'd lie on my back, staring up at the clouds, pretending to be a farm lad lying flat on his back but
on solid ground, staring up at the clouds.
Even sixty feet above, the loam clouds still resemble the usual things like dragons or celebrated underlips in
profile.
I became fond of flying at dusk and came to enjoy the company of bats.
Then I shared my secret of flight with the other tenants and we'd all take off together, our own little air show.
We got along best on moonless nights.
I am sure it was the pleasure of feeling alive in the dark again, without fear of near instant death by cyanide
poisoning.
Still, when we'd land on the roof of the apartment building above the bakery, we'd avoid eye contact or
pretend to consult our wristwatches and then disperse in silence.
I think all of us had a hard time expressing ourselves or offering up an informed opinion about what we'd
experienced.
Certainly we were the types who merely say, "Oh, that was pretty good" or " I liked it, I guess" after watching
some valued piece of cinema.
I know I tend to bunch up inside when pressed to expound on these important matters.
I'm no Judith Christ!
Eventually we all started flying separately. I guess that's freedom for you.
Then Connie got drunk and spilled the beans on how to fly to a few of her penitent buddies at the Lash, a
popular though discreet local watering hole.
Word got out pretty quick and soon it seemed like everyone was flying. The freedom and the allure of air
travel proved irresistible to both flagellants and those not necessarily seeking self-mortification by rod or
blouse.
Soon after this happened, I met up with a large group of tandem fliers, those leery of solo flight. They were
singing the beloved hits of yesteryear.
I flew away from them as fast and as far as I could. I am not a joiner.
One day, while I was flying, I was approached by two Jehovah’s Witnesses. One of them grew so fervent in
her proselytizing she stopped looking where she was going and actually collided with a watchtower!
A week after that I suddenly found myself amid a large group of speeding flyers wearing tight spandex
outfits.
All bearing the popular Nike symbol.
Then reckless delinquents began trying to break the sound barrier. Or playing chicken and threatening the
well being of innocents.
Essaying 'doughnuts' and skidding dangerously whilst alighting.
Pretty soon the sky started getting clogged.
And it seemed most everyone had something to tell the world, too.
Continued on page 20…
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Sales of smoke machines had risen sharply and people bore them aloft trailing sky-written messages and even
fatuous graffiti in their stream.
Messages like " Hothouse tomatoes on sale! " and "Larry Blayner milling the ones you can count on" or
"Michelle V. is a wad". Even things right out of the personal columns like " I saw you floating above Rona
Sunday at 1:00 pm and we shared a moment let's meet signed Gary".
And so I've grounded myself and plan on moving and having the cyanide capsule removed. It was implanted
in my left forearm in case you wondered.
The sky has grown so dim and thick with flyers I'm terrified I'll collide with someone and activate it.
I still plan on moving to the country some time soon.
To a place in a valley with lots of tall trees, up drafts and plenty of wind shear.

How in the World Did You End Up in Lund?
Jeff MacFronton

Having spent most of my life in Lund, met my
wife here, raised our family here, it now seems
that everything in my life before Lund was part of
me getting here. So in my story about how I ended
up in Lund, the starting point is somewhat
arbitrary.
The first time I came to Canada was during the
FLQ crisis. I crossed the border traveling from
Philadelphia with my partner and a friend in my
VW van. Although we might have been described
as respectable academics, the casual observer
probably would describe us as hippies or vagrants.
In any case, after crossing the border and arriving
in Toronto after midnight, I soon had an
impression of Canada that informed decisions I
made later in my life: a city that had its first
murder of the year in the late fall, whose residents
answered the door to strangers at 2 AM, and
whose police responded to a request for directions
with actual help, was something I hadn’t
previously experienced and it made an impression
on me.
Fast forward a couple of years. I’m in Eugene,
Oregon and the US has recently bombed Hanoi. It
seemed time for a trip to the “Great White North”.
In our International ‘Travelall’, Michael, Dinah,
and I crossed into Canada. We picked up a
hitchhiker named Hank, an ex-American with a
guitar slung over his back who extolled the virtues
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of Canada while we sat open-mouthed. Then he
said, “Boy, are you guys lucky! This woman and
her kids live below me in a house and her exhusband just found out where she is. She’s got a
truck coming on the last ferry tonight. If you help
load the truck, you can move in in the morning
when she splits on the first ferry. I’ll introduce you
to the landlord later and …..” Well, being the freespirited twenty somethings that we were, we
found ourselves the next morning as residents of
Harrop, B.C. Our stuff, as well as any legal
process, would follow.
Fast forward again. It’s maybe 1972. Maybe ’73.
I’m in the Queen’s Hotel in Nelson BC, the local
watering hole, with Tom. Tom and I live in Bluett
just outside of Nelson. Tom’s wife had taken their
newborn daughter down to California to show her
off to her parents. My partner had also gone to
California to visit family. Tom and I find ourselves
at a table of people we only marginally know. One
of them, named Jan, regales us with stories of this
magical place she had just been living called
‘Galley Bay’. It had a huge orchard, a huge fenced
garden with a water system; it was on the ocean
and you could eat oysters off the beach or catch
salmon out of your rowboat. She had pictures.
They weren’t clear, but enough to see that it was
pretty close to ‘Paradise’. Then she says, “The
whole place is deserted. Everyone left and went to
Continued on page 21…
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California to do Primal Therapy. Even Carl went,
whose parents own the place.” Well Tom and I
were captivated. That night we decided to pack
our stuff and move to the coast, and let our
respective partners know where to meet us when
we got there.
About a week later we got to Lund, eventually
arriving at the Lund Hotel. I’d have to say that the
Hotel was more impressive then and had a more
welcoming feel. The huge cedar trees that are now
replaced by a few parking spaces used to shade
the walkway where you could order a hamburger
from the outside window. The pub, with
shuffleboard and pool tables, was almost always
alive in the summer.
Lund Harbour, too, was a happening scene. In the
early 70’s, the provincial government was buying
back “A” fishing licenses from commercial boats to
reduce the size of the salmon fleet. At that time
you could buy a nice 30’ unlicensed commercial
fish boat, put a ‘B’ or ‘C’ license on it, and have a
place to live and a job. Everywhere you looked
there were young people working on boats or just
hanging on deck smoking, drinking and playing
music. The fishing was still good enough that you

could “dayfish” out of Lund. In the morning
before sunrise, you could stop by the fish buyer’s
barge tied up in the harbour and get ice, then go
out for the morning bite, come in and sell your fish
before noon, go out for the evening bite and return
just when the sun was setting. In those days,
people we now call hippies referred to themselves
as freaks. Well, there were a fair number of freaks
in the harbor and everyone seemed open and
friendly. It was a lifestyle I hadn’t seen before and
it definitely had a romantic allure.
Tom and I found a little pull-out on a dirt track
called Finn Bay Road and we parked and set up
camp. Though we had only taken a quick tour of
the Harbour, we were already both entranced and
we hadn’t even made it to Galley Bay yet. By that
time, of course, we were thirsty so we headed for
the pub, and that sort of sealed the deal. Though I
hardly ever go to the pub now, we spent a lot of
time there then. When you walked in, you
encountered the old timers and long-time
residents sitting to the right of the door. The
addition hadn’t been built yet so the pub was
smaller than it is now which is probably why it
always seemed like a happening scene in the
summer. In the winter you could nurse a beer for
hours while you read a book.
Well, Tom ended up staying in Lund and buying
land on Baggi Road with his partner. I ran into a
larger-than-life Lund character named David
Weise who lent me a speedboat to go explore
Galley Bay where I ended up living for a number
of years, returning to Lund in the early eighties,
and where I have been ever since.
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Plants From Here
Salal - Gaultheria shallon

Trish Keays

Salal is familiar. It’s a common shrub in B.C.’s coastal forests, and
the leathery, dark-green leaves are a standard florist green. You may
have seen it in the woods, or in a purchased bouquet.
Salal is a west coast native, from Oregon to British Columbia. The
floral greens are shipped from our corner of the world. Most “tips”
go to Holland, centre of the global floral trade; “longs” go to the US.
A 2010 study estimated the annual value of salal harvested in the
South Vancouver Island Forest District to be from $6 - $10 million
dollars. That’s one-quarter of annual BC sales! The province doesn’t
regulate the industry. The quality of “longs” is declining, raising
concerns about BC’s market niche.
“Lemon leaf” is a good name for the thick, tough, egg or lemonPhoto courtesy of Wild Foods and Medicines
shaped leaves. They stay green all year round, tattered by winter’s
end. Leaves are 5-10 cm long, with tiny serrations on the edges. The under-sides of leaves are lighter green.
Younger stems are reddish-green, woodier by 3-4 years. Most plants grow upright, .5 to 5 metres (about a metre
around Lund). The plant’s form is perfect to shed wet snow – the branches bend but don’t break.
Small bell, urn-shaped flowers bloom May-June. Five to fifteen waxy, sticky flowers cluster in racemes at the
ends of branches. All face the ground, like beads on a necklace. The pinkish flowers fade to white as they age.
Common names are salal or shallon, from Chinook trade language. The name in England has been shallon or
“gaultheria” since David Douglas introduced it in 1828. Douglas called the species “Gaultheria” after his plant
guide, Canadian botanist and physician Dr. Hugues Jean Gaulthier.
The berries are blue-black to red, rough-surfaced with small hairs, 6-10 mm. The taste varies, changing with sun
and soil. Native people dried the berries in cakes for winter food, and also ate them raw.
The low shrub grows in shade or sun, and can take over. In a short story I read once, a BC coast native person
said, “If you get rid of salal in the living room, it will show up in your bedroom”. It’s definitely persistent! Good
in wild gardens, Gertrude Jekyll, the famous English gardener, also called it a beautiful, under-used decorative
plant for cultivated gardens. It does well under trees where little else grows, and doesn’t need much care.
Chewing young leaves or berries is said to suppress appetite. The leaves are astringent. The flavour of the berries
is unique. They can be mealy. One source suggests tasting berries before picking for jams or jellies: if you don’t
like the taste, try another bush. Another mixes 1/3 salal with other berries (Oregon Grape, red huckleberry) for
fruit leather. Oregon Grape and salal together have a lot of pectin. I once made a wild berry jelly so thick it
wouldn’t come out of the jar. Oregon Grape is tart, so combining it with milder, sweeter salal berries helps the
flavour of both. Add a little lemon juice to salal berries alone, to brighten the flavour.
Sources
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gaultheria_shallon
http://www.bcadventure.com/adventure/wilderness/wildflowers/salal.htm
http://wildfoodsandmedicines.com/salal/
http://www.nwplants.com/business/catalog/gau_sha.html
http://jem.forrex.org/index.php/jem/article/viewFile/57/28
https://www.biv.com/article/2013/8/shrub-at-centre-of-bc-backwoods-black-market/
https://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfp/publications/00002/chapt2.htm
http://nativeplantspnw.com/salal-gaultheria-shallon/
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Ghosts of the Lund Hotel
Dymph Vander Maeden

I work in what I consider to be a very interesting place: the store section of the old Lund Hotel. There have been
many times when I have been there alone in the wee hours of the morning or, in the case of my late husband,
when he was in the Hotel in the long hours of the night. I have encountered the lady of the ghost stories many
times. She has a long dress flowing like an old fashioned gown and she flits around the store to her heart’s
content. I have been curious about who she is. She pays me no mind really, just seems to be enjoying her
freedom, and at times I feel she is checking out the wares of the store.
One day I was cleaning the bookrack in the store and flipped through the stories of Desolation Sound, and there
in front of me was a photograph of Vira May Palmer, the first wife of Fred Thulin. I was stunned. There was the
face of my ghost. I read the article and found she married Fred as a very young woman, bore him three sons,
and they then divorced. Vira May was the child of the original Palmer family who homesteaded the first ranch
in Theodosia. As I read the rest of the article, it said she married a man of the last name Salo. Wow, that hit me
like well flung rock. I had met May Salo, as she was called in the late sixties, when I worked at a logging camp
doing the dishes and such. May lived in a cute little house right down by the landing beside the ocean. She was
Continued on page 24…
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very old but still full of life. I remember she had lily of the valley
all over her front yard and liked to tell me stories about the ranch
in Theodosia, great stories of what a long adventurous life she
had led. The article went on to say May Salo’s third husband
drowned in Lund when he drove his car off the wharf in 1948.
I can only guess at the full history of Vira May and her husbands
and why she and Fred parted company. I feel Vira May is
dancing around for him and I feel the male ghost who has been
seen at times in the Hotel is Fred. He seems to be very hardnatured and seems to be very unsettled wherever he appears. My
husband, Deane, was cleaning just off the kitchen one night and
the male ghost spent a lot of time looking over his shoulder and
around him. Then he seemed to be on the next floor and kept
opening and closing the trap door above where Deane was
working. This was done with a lot of force and noise. He was
very agitated so Deane spoke out, saying, "I am doing a good job
cleaning here", and carried on. He never saw him again that
night. This ghost has been seen by a few of my fellow workers.
They also describe him wearing a suit and being very agitated.
What do you think? More next time and the next chapter.

Fred and Vira May Thulin (nee Palmer)
Photo courtesy of Moyra Palm
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Spring Visitors
Wendy Larson

I am happy to see this area getting some ethnic
diversity. The arrival of the Syrian family will add
to the mix of people from different races and
cultures now calling Powell River - Lund home.
Growing up in Lund amongst Finns, Swedes, and
our local First Nations gave us opportunities to
experience a smattering of different cultures.
Nationalities other than these were a rarity.
This is a story about one of my favourite times of
the year when I was a kid. In March when the
herring were schooling in Finn Bay and the ling
cod season was about to open, a family of
fishermen would come to the Bay, tie up at the
government dock, and prepare for a season of
fishing ling cod.
After school, my sisters and I would walk to the
point across Finn Bay from where we lived. We
would cup our hands to our mouths, tip back our
heads, and in unison holler “MUUU-UMMMMM”
at the top of our lungs. My mom would be waiting
for the call. “Okay” she’d holler back. She didn't
need the lung power as we were listening for her
reply. If we didn't get it, we’d keep on yelling till

we saw her jump in the skiff and row across to
pick us up.
Anyway, when we got to the point to holler for
our taxi, we had a clear view of the government
dock. We would notice at once when our favourite
fishermen’s boats had arrived. The Horii family
consisted of “ the old man” on the “Sea Eagle”, his
sons Charlie and Billy on the “Lady Dianne”, and
their old friend Pat on the “Highlight”.
When they arrived, Finn Bay sprang to life. They
would hang nets in log ponds, put together their
cod boxes, and seine herring to keep live in their
ponds for fishing ling cod. They would fish
salmon off the dock with rods and reels and hang
them up in strips to dry from their booms. They
were always cooking up cod cheeks and cod
tongues and all kinds of delicious delicacies. They
always ate with chopsticks, and they talked
amongst themselves in Japanese. They would
invite us to stop by and eat with them, and this
was truly an experience for us Finn Bay kids who
rarely left Lund.
When the herring would spawn on the nets of the
pond, they would enjoy this delicacy. Us girls
would wrap chunks in wax paper and take it to
school to eat at lunchtime, not because we
particularly enjoyed it (tasted like slightly fishy
salt water), but for the shock value we would get
from our friends for eating it.
I’m not sure how many years they continued to
come to Lund. Charlie married and his wife and
kids would come up for Easter and stay on the
boat. By then I was also married and they would
always bring an Easter basket with them for
Angela (my daughter) when she was little.
I think of them often. It wasn't until many years
later I learned of the hard times these families had
been through in the forties. When Japan bombed
Pearl Harbour, the Japanese fishermen living here
had their boats seized and sold at auction. They
were sent to camps in the interior as a cautionary
measure. Some of them managed to buy their own
Continued on page 26…
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boats back after the war. These were the same families who later came to Finn Bay. They were kind and
generous people, excellent fishermen, and first-rate Canadians!

Seahorses and Whales in the Salish Sea
Jude Abrams and Terry L. Brown

Seahorses in the Salish Sea? Why, yes! Bay Pipefish are members of the seahorse family. Okay, they may be the
'straight' siblings, long and slender with no prehensile curled tail, but they have a hard armoured body and
swim with their pectoral (behind the head) and dorsal (back) fins. Most intriguing is the fact that it's the males
who give birth to live young! Yep, that's right, the males pop out perfect little miniature baby pipefish from
their brood pouch where the eggs have developed. The female produces the eggs and the male fertilizes them
inside her but she then deposits them in the male's pouch and lets him do the rest.

Photo courtesy of Jude Abrams and Terry L. Brown

Babies are born about this time of year and can
grow into adults almost 40 cm or over 15 inches
long. Pipefish are fairly common around local
docks and in floating twigs and seaweed. You
have to look very carefully to see them because
they look and move so much like a drifting
piece of eelgrass or a stick, and you'll see many
'twig' pipefish before you spot the real thing.
They can be any shade of brown through bright
green and you may catch your first sight of one
as the pipefish darts quickly forward to slurp
up a morsel of plankton or a tiny shrimp with
their small mouth at the end of a super long
snout.

Tucked into seaweed beneath the water’s surface, it is easy to miss these enigmatic smaller beings. Whales, the
charismatic mega-beings, are harder to miss. Some, like the humpback, have been missing from our waters for
decades, but, suddenly, they are bursting into our awareness in spectacular ways.
“Whaletown” and “Blubber Bay” did not acquire their names because contented populations of frolicking
whales lived there. They were industrial flensing stations where harpooned whales were towed to be processed.
Humpback whales were hunted relentlessly from 1905 until 1969 and extirpated from the Salish Sea.
It is only in the last few years that a few have been showing up and hanging around our area to feed on herring,
krill and other small critters. Last winter, a mom and calf stayed in the Lund area until late February. Only a
couple have been sighted here in the past few months, but
KC, a regular in the Salish Sea, has been hanging out on
the Campbell River side.
Before whaling there were resident humpback whales
that lived year round in the inlets and bays. How
incredible it must have been to paddle your canoe along
the coast beside these breaching behemoths! We’ve asked
Tla’amin elders and storytellers whether they recall
stories of encounters or relationships between their
ancestors and humpback whales. Unfortunately, First
Continued on page 27…
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Nations communities fared little better than whales with European contact. With 90% of the First Nations’
population dead from European diseases and their children ripped from elders and community by the
residential school system, who was left to carry the stories? So much rich history, knowledge and lore were lost
with those stories. Still, we keep searching.
There are a few anecdotes from old time
fishermen who saw humpback whales while
fishing the inlets. One, Billy Proctor, fishing
already at the age of 5, rowed right up to a
resident humpback in Echo Bay and touched him!
Like many other local humans, we are thrilled to
witness the return of humpback whales. They are
here for the herring, krill, and other small fish and
crustaceans but also, we believe, because they
sense our excitement and joy that they are
returning.
But how will we live together with our large
Photo courtesy of Jude Abrams and Terry L. Brown
neighbours? How will we leave enough food for
them and protect them from our propellers and fishing/prawning gear? These are questions that we, as
naturalist filmmakers, are exploring in our current video project entitled "Welcoming Whales".
Here’s where it could get really interesting. We are doing lots of preliminary research into whale biology, how to
identify individuals and techniques to record their underwater sounds and behaviour. However, science is not
our prime directive; friendship is. As with any cross-cultural friendship, getting to know a humpback whale
requires respect, sensitivity, and observation – all naturalist skills that anyone can learn. We love to get in the
water with our aquatic friends, and we intend to be floating around on local waters with open hearts and minds,
practicing mind-to-mind intuitive communication with the whales to explore a deeper connection with them.
What are the protocols and preferences of humpback culture? How would they like to interact with humans?
How do they perceive Life, the Universe and Everything? Of course, we won’t be chasing them. We will wait for
them to approach us before inviting interaction.
Stay tuned and visit our blog to find out how it goes. We also invite you to comment about your own
experiences with whales. http://www.imppossible.com/imp_wp/projects/

Ocean Science in Okeover
Ria Curtis

We have all heard on the news about the results of this study or that study but few of us are aware of how this
information comes to be gathered. Much of it is compiled by scientists and grad students employed by
universities or government agencies like the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). What many people
don’t know is that much of the data is collected by everyday folks who are interested in the science and the
outcomes of the research.
Representatives of our local Active Malaspina Mariculture Association (AMMA), Yves Perreault and Andre
Comeaux, have been accumulating information on phytoplankton blooms in an effort to determine predictors
for red tide or paralytic shellfish poisoning. This information is vital to the oyster farmers so that they can get
their shellfish to market safely and so that they can prepare for times when
Continued on page 28…
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red tide will shut them down for an extended
period of time. Our local shellfish farmers take
regular plankton samples by dragging a special
net through the water, which collects and densifies
all the tiny little micro-organisms. The sample is
then examined under a microscope and the little
critters are counted and identified. An increase in
the phytoplankton Alexandrium indicates that
conditions are likely to lead to red tide. In the
early days of this program, Yves would take a
digital picture of the sample through the
microscope and scan it to the Earth and Ocean
Science Centre at UBC for confirmation and
analysis.
This program has saved many shellfish farmers
countless dollars avoiding costly shipping and
return of shellfish due to red tide closures.
Another program AMMA is involved with in
Okeover and area is looking at micro-plastics in
our local waters, specifically as to their frequency,

28

size, and absorption or ingestion and retention in
shellfish. Sarah Dudas of the Centre for Shellfish
Research at VIU has deposited young oyster seed
in various areas throughout the inlet and returns
to monitor samples several times per year. The
oyster samples are then reduced to mush and
filtered out to determine micro-plastic uptake for a
certain period of time.
Last fall, Debby Ianson of the DFO visited with
two other scientists and a couple of grad students
to study ocean acidification in this area. They took
numerous water samples in several areas to
measure carbon, oxygen levels, etc. One of the
students returned last month for follow-up
sampling. The study is ongoing but Debby Ianson
recently reported that
“… while the Strait of Georgia (part of the
Salish Sea) is less salty than the outer coast, it
is enriched in carbon, which means that it has
a lower pH.
Continued on page 29…
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“This same study shows that gas-exchange in
Haro Strait replenishes deep oxygen in the
Strait of Georgia, but doesn't allow the ocean
to rid itself of much carbon-dioxide because
carbon-dioxide exchange is slower. As a
result, the Strait of Georgia is more vulnerable
to future ocean acidification than future
decreases in oxygen levels.
“The same may be true for other BC inlets like
Okeover, and a research team, (funded by the
Marine Environmental Observation
Prediction and Response Network) is
studying Okeover with physical models and
by collecting data specifically at shellfish
grow sites.”
Helen Geurney Smith of Vancouver Island
University (VIU) has recently put together a study
concerned with monitoring radiation levels in
shellfish due to possible contamination from the
Fukishima reactor in Japan.
“The Fukushima incident has people
concerned about the safety of seafood
products, and there is a group called InFORM
from the University of Victoria who are
monitoring radiation levels in seawater and in
salmon (more information can be found at
https://fukushimainform.ca/). So far the
levels in salmon have been far below
concerned limits and I'm now providing them
with shellfish samples. Samples include
scallops, oysters and mussels from all over BC,
and recently we sampled oysters from the

Sunshine Coast. These samples will be
processed for caesium and polonium analysis
by Health Canada, and then the information
would be available online through the
InFORM website. The Fukushima radiation is
apparently going to peak in coastal BC waters
over these next two years, so it's likely to come
up on the public radar for seafood security so
we're hoping that this study will provide
information you can use to answer any
consumer or retailer questions.
“Also our group is working with the Hakai
Institute (Dr. Wiley Evans) on an ocean
acidification monitoring experiment on
Quadra Island, where we pair monitoring with
ocean acidification effects on shellfish (oysters,
mussels, scallops). We're now entering our
second year of study and the monitoring is live
online at http://www.ipacoa.org/Explorer
(look for Quadra station).”
So sometimes the science comes to us in the form
of data collected by researchers and sometimes
local industry and interested parties send samples
to researchers. Other times members of the public
collect the data for the researchers and become
involved in the actual science.
The ocean is a complex ecosystem which relies on
millions of species in an intricate dance. Even the
tiniest microscopic creature has an effect on the
entire system. The better we understand these
relationships, the better able we are to coexist in
that system. Love your ocean.

Lund Shellfish Festival (May 27-29, 2016)
Ann Snow
Well, the 9th Annual Lund Shellfish Festival was an interesting one. As usual, Friday evening’s Chowder
Challenge sold out, its silent auction did very well for the Fire Department, and the cash bar was run by the
Community Society. There was live music and an oyster bar. Many thanks to the NVFD and Association and to
the LCS volunteers at this outstanding event.
The Chowder Challenge winner was, for the second year in a row, the SliCity Grill, with Jay's Place's two
chowders as Runner-Ups. Honourable Mentions to the Shinglemill Pub, Lund Hotel, Grouse House B&B,
Boardwalk Restaurant, Base Camp, Royal Zayka Restaurant, and Fruits & Roots.
Continued on page 30…
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Due to Saturday’s liquid sunshine, some of the craft
vendors did not venture out with their wares, and a
nasty Facebook rumour falsely reported that the
Festival was cancelled. However, the food was
plentiful, the music was great, and attendance was
only marginally affected. On Sunday, the real
sunshine put in an appearance, however, most of the
food vendors did not; an unfortunate communication
breakdown. The record number of hungry attendees
were extremely disappointed; however, the local
Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

restaurants more than sated their appetites, the free
cooking demonstrations were well-attended, and
the music was more awesome than it has ever been.
The volunteers of St. John’s Ambulance attended
only minor cuts and scrapes. The recycling station
sorted the compostables from the seashells and
everything was returned to Mother Nature.
Bearing in mind that this Festival is organized only
by volunteers who are often in short supply, all in
all the Festival held together. More volunteers
Photo courtesy of Brian Voth
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Photo courtesy of Brian Voth

performing smaller tasks would lighten the load and strengthen some of
the Festival’s weaknesses. If you have an interest in helping out, contact
the Community Society for more information. Watch for updates at
www.LundBC.ca or on the Shellfish Festival’s Facebook page.
The Lund Shellfish Festival is a major boost to Lund’s economy. It gives
local artists, crafters, chefs, and musicians a place to showcase their talents.
The Festival reveals the joy of Lund to the delight of the many out-of-town
attendees who often return at other times to rediscover its uniqueness,
thereby keeping local businesses busy and local people employed.
Thank you to the Tla’amin Nation for the gracious use of their traditional
land for the Festival.

Photo courtesy of Brian Voth
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Edited by S. Dunlop

Answer key for #39
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Adrian Redford

Birth Announcements
Since the last Barnacle, we have heard of no births to parents from Lund. Please let us know if we have missed
one.

Sympathy and Condolences
Since the last Barnacle, we have heard of no deaths of people from Lund. Please let us know if we have missed
one.
The Goodwill Committee of the Lund Community Society sends cards expressing thank you, get well,
thinking of you, baby congrats, and sympathy. The Committee also sources a package to welcome new
residents to Lund, available at the post office. Call Adrian Redford at 604-483-4766 with any news you think
should be acknowledged.

August 27-28, 2016
Save these dates!
For more information:
http://www.powellriverartists.com

Art from Lund to Saltery Bay
Watch for signs and pick up your
guide and brochure to join the
self-guided tour!
Showcasing many Lund Artists!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rochelle Nehring
Elaine Mackee
Wendy Drummond (Three
Stone Fibre Studio)
Jan Lovewell, Ron Robb (Rare
Earth Pottery)
Debra Bevaart (Tug Ghum
Gallery)
Monique Labusch (showing
between Nancy’s Bakery and
the Boardwalk)
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Stalls, Wobbles, Fits and Starts
What, you may wonder, ever happened with the
much touted (at least in the Barnacle)
•

•

•
•

•

Community Composting Project, which
was announced in January 2014, had work
begun on it in April 2015, and is to date
still not finished?
Most recent Shellfish Festival, at which
there was little or no shellfish to eat or for
sale live on the second day (Sunday)?
Community Garden Project, whose 3+
acres are still solidly covered in hardhack?
Gazebo, which, although built by
volunteer community members, has been
unusable by them since March?
Waterwheel on the boardwalk, which
hasn’t been running for a long time,
although there has been much talk and
some money raised to fix it?

Because all of these projects have been promoted
in past Barnacles, it seems only right that this issue
should bring you up-to-date on what’s underneath
the log jams. The circumstances in each case are
somewhat different but there is commonality, too.
All are still in the works for completion or obvious
progress and improvement.
Community Composting Project – The plan was to
build a wildlife-proof worm composting station at
the Northside Community Recreation Centre
(NCRC) that would be available for the
community to use. Progress was very slow as
volunteers seemed hard to find and coordinate,
and a rise in scavenging bears in compost bins
became a real problem. The design of the bin came
into question. There were also concerns about how
the system would be monitored so as to keep
plastic and other non-compostables out of the mix.
The concrete walls of the composter are built. A
steel lid with a bear-bar is now being made by
local metal fabricator Reagen Johnson, who will
then attach it and complete the construction. It is
still intended that the composter will be open for
community usage, and Oceane Bergeron has
agreed to be the dedicated supervisor. If open

Sandy Dunlop

usage doesn’t work, there will be a lock and
restrictions on who has access to the key. The RD
also needs to give its approval, as it owns the
property.
Shellfish Festival – It is really unfortunate that so
many people who came to this year’s Festival on
the sunny Sunday were unable to buy that bag of
fresh oysters, clams, or mussels for which they
came. Perhaps worse still was the scarcity of food
vendors that day, causing long line-ups and an
early sold-out situation. What’s a Shellfish Festival
without shellfish? See page 12 and 29 in this
Barnacle in answer to that question, as parts of the
Festival were wonderful.
When there are too few volunteers with too many
responsibilities and faulty communication, balls
get dropped. As a result, the Shellfish Committee
is being enlarged and responsibilities made clear
and manageable. Permission for the event will
also need to be obtained from the Tla’amin Nation,
who now own the land. It is expected that glitches
will be ironed out for the Festival next year.
Community Garden Project – At one point back in
March, the Garden at Finn Bay Road was going to
be the focus of Earth Month, and volunteers were
going to come from far and wide to help get rid of
the solid mat of hardhack that covers the area.
Much (!) groundwork was laid before major
obstacles began to appear. Issues regarding
riparian regulations began the holdup, but took
third place behind legal matters needing attention
first. Seems we got ahead of ourselves on this one.
The immediate hurdle is to complete a mutually
acceptable lease agreement between the property
owner, Steve Lawn, and the Lund Community
Society, something that is in the works and
appears to be achievable. Once that is done, i.e.,
once the LCS actually has a lease in hand, we can
proceed onto the other issues such as the riparian
restrictions. Although there is no shortage of
hurdles, so far we don't see any show stoppers, but
you never know.
Gazebo – This structure is near and dear to the
Continued on page 35…
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hearts of many Lundies, especially those who
helped build it in 1998-99 and those who have
enjoyed many magical moments there over the
years. However, the ownership of the land on
which the Gazebo was built has never ceased to be
an issue. Maintenance and upgrades, lack of water
and legal toilet facilities, watershed infringement,
concerns about liability for injuries from accidents,
and dealing with vandalism and garbage are just
some of the problems that kept arising. Whose
property is this and who’s responsible here? This
question led to a re-tackling of the convoluted
ownership issue.
The current situation is that a proposal has been
made to the Regional District by both the Lund
Community Society and the Lund Water District
(the legal property owners) to have the RD take
over the land and its responsibilities, with the LCS
and the community having the right to use the
Gazebo, as is now the case with the NCRC. Until
this is all sorted out and due to liability concerns,
we can’t use it now, although the LCS is still
maintaining it. This one will likely resolve itself
within the next few months, which means we will
have lost the use of it this summer. Stay tuned,
though, because the benefits appear to be many if
the RD turns it into a park, brings in potable water
and toilet facilities, and looks after the other gnarly
issues.

Waterwheel on the boardwalk – The waterwheel
was built in the 1980’s, partly by a group of
Katimavik youth, and has been functional off and
on since then. The current lack of operation is due
to the need of replacing the 2 ½” bearing that runs
the wheel, as well as the large supporting beams.
The wheel has to come out to do this. Back in the
summer of 2005, the wheel was taken out with the
help of Pierre Matthieu’s crane, and made a most
dramatic photo for the cover of that July Barnacle.
There is about $750 in a fund to fix the wheel, and
the beams are already cut and drying. There is
woodworking, engineering, and millrighting to be
done, and likely more money to be raised. Hopes
are for the waterwheel to be running again
sometime this fall, perhaps the end of October.
--For all of these projects, and for all others where it
seems they go on forever with no visible progress,
it may be useful to think of hexagram #34 Ta
Chuang / The Power of the Great from the
ancient divination text and oldest of the Chinese
classics, the I Ching: perseverance furthers.
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